
 

 

 

 
 

SPINSCAN MICROARRAY SCANNER

 

Your Best Partner for Biochips

Caduceus Biotechnology Inc, is an innovative company focusing on the design
and fabrication of Microarray Scanner and the related customer tailored products.
 
Our scanner is based on a modified optical pickup head, akin to well establish
DVD technology to the molecular diagnostic market. And it is the only scanner
where the 6 slides can be read at one time. Moreover, the platform is easily
scalable simply by faster rotation scan with corresponding upgrade in detection.

www.caduceus.com.tw



HC-BS01 Dual Wavelength
HC-BS02 Single Wavelength

Resolution
Excitation wave
 
Chip
Chip/holder
Dynamic-focus
Scan time
Dynamic range
Sensitivity
Dimensions
Weight

2, 5, 10, 40 μm/pixel
532 & 635 nm (HC-BS01)
532 or 635 nm (HC-BS02)
1”x3”
6 slides/run
Yes
20 min/run @ 10 μm/pixel
>10⁴
0.1 chromophores/μm²
550(L)´335(W)´220(H) mm
<25kg

SPECIFICATION
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Multiple Chips 6 Slides/run under disk model

Open System For all kinds of standard chips

All-In-One Software for control and image analysis

Auto-focusing Reliable data as always
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Problematic laser focusing maybe resulted from the
exclusive changes in the glass slide. That will come
with suspicious data by over/under focus. Caduceus
dynamic autofocus continually adjusts to keep the
features in focus and generating effective and efficient
result.
 
The laser beams are dynamically focused on the
surface of microarray slide based on the method of
astigmatism to achieve dynamic auto-focus.

AUTO-FOCUSING

Caduceus Dynamic Focus
Reliable data all the time

Fixed Focus
Suspicious data from over/under focus

The auto-focusing of the laser beam is controlled using the voice coil motor (VCM) to adjust
the vertical distance between the objective lens and the surface of the sample slide on the basis of the
focus error signal that is generated from photo-detector.



SOFTWARE
BioScan Control

BioImage Analyzer

Fluorescent image data scanning & reconstruction of Caduceus SpinScan microarray scanner is
controlled by BioScan Control.
 Real-time data scanning and transmission between scanner and computer is controlled by USB3.0
for data transmission, digital image processing, and real-time preview of the fluorescence images
reconstruction.

Friendly GUI interface is developed for reading 16 bit TIFF and GAL file with multi-block circular array
of fluorescent spots. Spot viewer shows red/green intensity as mouse points to that position. 
The image brightness and contrast are adjustable. Plots of scatter, M-A plot and histogram of
captured fluorescence are presentable.

Step 1：Scan Parameters Setup
Scan mode and the related
parameters setting.
 
Step 2：Scan Process Control
Start scanning by press “Scan” or 
stop scanning by press “Stop” button.
 
Step 3 :  Scanning Image Preview 
User can preview the scanned image. 
 
Step 4 :  Output TIFF images
Output TIFF images (16-bit) when
finish the scan process.
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